
ADVISOR

Platform Calgary

Empowering people // building the next economy.

Calgary, Alberta

As an Advisor, the work you do will be impactful for our founders, the startup community and for our organization. You will

be responsible for coaching entrepreneurs to avoid serious pitfalls, and take an honest shot at bringing their ideas to life.

You’ll also get to work side by side with seasoned entrepreneurs to grow your own acumen, while meeting new people

every day who are doing really interesting things.

RESPONSIBILITIES

● Coaching clients typically focused around topics such as product development, market validation, go to market

strategy, sales execution strategy, scaling and general business development.

● Connect founders to appropriate ecosystem resources such as programs, funding opportunities, connections to

customers, specialized expertise, etc.

● Identify companies and screen applicants for participation in specific Platform Calgary programs based on stage,

traction and readiness.

● Provide founders with a safe place to learn; be empathetic and listen to their concerns, help them become better

leaders.

● Provide perspective to founders and share your experiences (the good, the bad and the ugly); ask questions and

challenge them but ultimately company decisions are up to them.

● Advocate for engaged & committed innovation-driven entrepreneurs. Your job is to help them get the best out of

the full suite of Platform Calgary’s offerings, as well as the surrounding communities’ offerings.

● Facilitate & deliver programming; help evolve Platform Calgary’s offerings to ensure they are relevant and effective.

● Other duties as assigned. All duties subject to change.

SKILLS

● Analytically minded to assess startup businesses and provide feedback and support.

● Adept at conducting confidential and sometimes uncomfortable conversations.

● Comfortable presenting to groups and facilitating discussions.

● You really enjoy helping entrepreneurs move forward in a tangible way every day.

● You have an eclectic mix of education and experience in any, or several of: entrepreneurship, small business,

design, finance, science, or engineering to name a few.

● You will know what it’s like to balance conflicting priorities and focus on the critical must-not-be-skipped actions

needed to accomplish results.

● Understand how to effectively derive and measure results from the programs we deliver and how we might learn

and iterate from those results.

● Ability to communicate effectively with multiple stakeholders and teams.

● Ability to work in a fast-paced environment where competing priorities and iteration is the norm, without dropping

the ball.

● Knowledgeable about entrepreneur development and the startup ecosystem in Calgary.

● An ability to work well independently and as part of a team.

● Competency in G-Suite, Asana, Slack, Eventbrite, HubSpot are considered an asset.

APPLY

Interested applicants are asked to forward their resume and cover letter to JoinTheTeam@platformcalgary.com. This

position will remain open until a suitable applicant is identified. We thank all applicants for their interest; however, only

those persons for whom we need further information or who are being considered for an interview will be contacted.


